"This has been very helpful through these visitor restrictions when we all can’t be there for my Dad. It is a great app!"

- Family of patient

Communicate
with families during visitor restrictions

One-way
Texts, Pictures & Videos

Two-Way Video
Conferencing

Real-time Surveying

Surgery is complete. Here is a message from Dr. Smith.
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CONNECT
families outside of the hospital to patients with Ease

Surgery - ICU - ER - Medical Floor

Give a digital hug 😊

Vocera Ease enables HIPAA compliance by providing clinicians a secure solution to update patients and families via texts, photos and videos throughout the emergency department, surgery, the ICU and medical floor.

Hospital updates in a snap
Mobile app and web dashboard to send updates
Create a virtual waiting room
EHR integration for message automation
**TELEHEALTH**

Vocera Ease supports HIPAA compliant video conferencing with patients and families.

**6% Increase**
In Press Ganey scores for patients that used Ease in surgery.*

**98% Strongly Agree**
Because of Ease, they would recommend a hospital.**

**93% Strongly Agree**
Ease would influence their choice of hospital.**

"I couldn’t be at the hospital with my Mom so this was a huge blessing! Thank you!"
- Family of patient

*Independent study by Orlando Health on surgical patients that received Ease vs those that did not.
**3,400 patient families that received Ease updates.

"Thank u so much for keeping me and my family calm throughout this pandemic. I appreciate u all. God bless."
- Family of patient

**FEATURES**

Supports one-way HIPAA compliant *texts, pictures & videos*

Enables two-way HIPAA compliant *video conferencing*

Messages *disappear after 60 seconds* from devices

Customizable *pre-scripted messages* in unlimited languages for all clinical environments

Real-time custom *in-app surveying*

In-app *hospital branding*

Receive hospital *foundation donations* via the app

Compatible with *Apple & Android devices*

vocera
Easeapplications.com